In this paper I link 'floating features' in clitic clusters with two third-person participants to a split object marking system, indicative of a language change in progress. Both clitics are undergoing concurrent reanalysis processes affecting them differentially, i.e. they are located at different stages in the process. Whereas standard varieties draw a clear distinction between direct and indirect object, American Spanish Leísta dialects move to a distinction between primary and secondary object. Clitic cluster agreement in those dialects is triggered by a loss of case restrictions on the third-person clitics resulting in a tendency to mark the primary object.
Introduction
This paper proposes an analysis of object marking by clitic clusters with 'floating features' focussing on feature variation and surface constraints in third-person clitic clusters in American Spanish Leísta dialects (henceforth ASLD) within the framework of Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) . In these dialects, either number (example (1b)) or gender, or both, if both are present as in example (2b), optionally float from the first clitic SE onto the second clitic resulting in double-marking of the features of the indirect (dative) object, and no marking of those of the direct (accusative) object. The difference between ASLD (examples (1b) and (2b)) and the Standard Spanish version in examples (1a) and (2a) is that in the latter co-occurring clitics show feature agreement with their referential noun phrases.
( sell.1SG 'If they want to buy the horse from me, I will sell it to them' (Company (2003) , based on Lope Blanch (1953)) Cluster variation in terms of floating features is motivated by a complex mix of morphological, syntactic and pragmatic, synchronic as well as diachronic factors. The aim of this paper is to analyse and explain floating features in American Spanish Leísta dialects based on a hybrid/split object agreement system as shown in example (2b). The main claim is that the 'floating features' phenomenon can be analysed as a result of loss of case restrictions on the third-person clitics, which is a continuation of the historical erosion of case in Spanish, combined with a generally typologically observed tendency to mark the 'primary' rather than the 'secondary' object in the sense of Dryer (1986) .
Previous accounts treated the phenomenon as non-standardized dialectal variation (Heap 1998; Ordó ñez 2002; Company 2001 Company , 2003 , proposed morphological analyses such as feature delinking from spurious se and relinking onto the direct object clitic (Bonet 1991 (Bonet , 1995 Harris 1994 Harris , 1995 Pescarini 2005) , violable language-specific markedness constraints based on the interaction of phonology and morphology (Grimshaw 1982 (Grimshaw , 2001 (Grimshaw , 2004 and topic-worthiness of the macro-roles THEME and RECIPIENT in a frequency-based analysis (Haspelmath 2004) .
Even though these formal morphological, syntactic and functional-pragmatic studies address animacy, case syncretism, pragmatic motivation and agreement issues, they do not integrate the analysis of 'floating features' with the properties and cross-dialectal variation in American Leísta Spanish dialects. Part of the problem is case marking 0 dative case (DAT); DOM: differential object marking 0 accusative case (ACC); DAT: dative clitic 0 indirect object marker; ACC: accusative clitic 0 direct object marker; DET: highly variant co-occurrence restrictions of floating features that are not very extensively documented for these varieties.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents my proposal to incorporate the ASLD clusters under discussion in the form of a modified version of the Verb Phrase rules originally developed by Grimshaw (1982) for French. The rest of section 2 is dedicated to introducing the background of the phenomenon in terms of case syncretism of the pronominal paradigm, case erosion of clitics and how this can be linked to primary object marking in ASLD demonstrating the difference between direct vs. indirect object (DO/IO) marking in Standard Spanish varieties and primary vs. secondary object (PO/SO) marking in ASLD. Section 3 treats alignment constraints and surface orders mainly for Standard Peninsular Spanish facts and proposes two alternate restrictions for spurious SE. ASLD strategies and innovations in terms of primary and secondary object marking are given in section 4, followed by a short conclusion in section 5.
Proposal for 'Floating' Agreement and Theoretical Background
I argue that the extended and annotated VP rule in example (3), adapted from Grimshaw (1982) for French in Mayer (2010) , adequately allows for 'floating' features when read in conjunction with the ordering restrictions in Perlmutter's (1971) template (V (fin SE II I III (AUX) V 'fin ). The adapted VP-rule in example (3) allows for the difference between optional and relatively unrestricted object-marking with dative objects, as well as much more restricted object marking with accusatives. It also covers very limited clitic doubling (CLD) of accusative objects in Peninsular Standard Spanish, liberal CLD limited to specifics in some American Spanish dialects, and CLD in ASLD. The annotation ( OBJ)0¡ is based on the assumption that reflexive constructions are actually transitive (as in Alencar & Kelling 2005), covering both 'primary' and 'secondary' object. This allows us to specify se as PERS 3 and the series of lo/la as PERS 3 and REFL-. Morphological Blocking (Andrews 1990 ) assures the selection of the lo/la series over se for the presence of a single non-reflexive third-person clitic. However, there is a problem with overgeneration since the revised template allows most of the clitics to be assigned any core grammatical function, with controlling order solely by person and the 'reflexive' feature. The problem will be addressed in the following sections by introducing restrictions on 'case'/grammatical function of the clitics and the most relevant universal or near universal constraints from the literature.
Clitics and Case Erosion
Spanish has a mixed clitic system of enclitics and prolitics. Enclitics (including the subject clitic) can be treated as stem-level inflectional affixes, morphologically attached to the verb with internal structure and their own grammatical functions (Andrews 1990) . Proclitics are special clitics (Zwicky 1977) , prosodically weak single words syntactically adjoined to the verbal host.
3 Spanish clitics cannot be modified, conjoined, topicalized, nor appear in isolation. They play a double role in the functional morphology of phrases. They can function as PRED-less agreement markers in grammatical agreement, or as full theta-role or PRED-bearing objects in anaphoric agreement 4 ; optionality of the alternate functions is regulated by Bresnan's rule of anaphoric control (Bresnan 2001a) .
While grammatical relations in Standard Spanish varieties are marked according to the properties of each feature-specific paradigm of the third-person clitics, in some American Spanish leísta dialects, the entire sequence of lo/a/e(s) attempts to manifest the properties of a single grammatical relation. This phenomenon, known as leísmo, laísmo and loísmo as a result of case erosion, is highly variant and more tightly keyed to grammatical function than to morphological form.
5
Tables 1(a) and (b) show the important difference in clitichood and object agreement of the dative and accusative paradigms in Standard Spanish and ASLD. Whereas European Spanish uses a referential system based on [9animacy], American Spanish leísmo object marking strategies eliminate gender in favour of case distinction, hence the name ALSD. In the reanalysis process affecting the clitic systems differentially, the fully grammaticalized dative le emerges as almost sole featureless object marker showing a more advanced grammaticalization stage than the accusative lo, which retains some referential features as topic-anaphoric pronoun in the sense of Bresnan (2001b) .
Finally, under extensive leísmo, as for example in Ecuador and Paraguay, this leads to a single object marking system based on le for [9animates] with lo restricted to propositional anaphors.
Primary and Secondary Object Marking
Clitic case erosion marks the move from co-reference to grammatical agreement in object marking. Case marking in Standard Spanish varieties allows identification of different grammatical relations intrinsically linked to differentiate between the grammatical functions DO/IO. In ASLD grammatical functions are defined in terms of PO/SO in accordance with their prominence ranking on the thematic role hierarchy (Alsina 1996: 36) in example (4a), and on the partial ordering of argument functions (Bresnan 2001a: 309) in example (4b). (4) a.
AGENT BENEFICIARY GOAL/EXPERIENCER INSTRUMENT PATIENT/THEME LOCATIVE b.
The floating phenomenon in examples (1) and (2) can be accounted for by assuming the classification of objects in Table 2 with the AGENT as the most topical mapping onto the external function SUBJ. For the internal object functions, Spanish complies with the PO/SO principle (Dryer 1986: 836) where the corresponding object relation in monotransitives are PO lDO, and in ditransitives PO lIO, SOlDO, exactly as laid out in Table 2 with the corresponding thematic roles.
In objectÁverb agreement, Spanish shows dependent and head-marking for both core grammatical functions, the dative object and the accusative object (Nichols 1986; Bresnan 2001a ). Dependent-marking uses a syncretic form a 6 to mark dative objects obligatorily (IOM) and accusative objects differentially (DOM). Head-marking in Standard Spanish obtains through a set of feature-specific clitic pronouns (number, (5), the dative is the primary object ['primary, (direct] , and the accusative the secondary object [(primary, 'direct] . Dative objects (IO) show no cross-referencing (CLD) restrictions presumably because they are usually core arguments with intrinsically greater animacy and topicality. In grammatical agreement in example (5a), the dative le is a PRED-less agreement marker, and in anaphoric agreement in example (5b) a PRED-bearing object. Clitic clusters (examples (5c)Á(5d)) show the move from coreference to grammatical agreement. Standard varieties (example (5c)) draw a clear distinction between DO and IO with feature-specific clitics. 'Floating' features in ASLD (example (5d)) represent the move to PO/SO in marking the object argument highest on the thematic hierarchy, as such most topical, as the primary object in the secondary object slot. give.1SG 'I give it to her' Monotransitives mark the accusative as DO/primary object ['primary, 'direct] in grammatical agreement in examples (6a)Á(6c). Clitic doubling of accusatives is In sum, the differences in CLD seem to be more tightly keyed to grammatical functions/cases rather than morphological form. As such the distinction between primary object [ (R] and secondary object ['R] is syntactic and represented at two different levels. The concept of object is represented on f(unctional)-structure, the level that represents grammatical functions. The concept of restrictedness is represented at the level of a(rgument)-structure. Therefore an object represented as a restricted object on f-structure maps onto a restricted argument on a-structure; and an object represented as an unrestricted object on f-structure does not map onto a restricted argument on a-structure. The features (un)restricted [9R] and (non)objective [9O] regulate the mapping of thematic roles to argument functions. The distribution of primary and secondary object in Spanish is shown in Table 3 .
In Spanish then, the primary object is the thematically unrestricted object [ (R], OBJ/DO in monotransitives and OBJ/IO in ditransitives. The secondary object is OBJ u , it is thematically restricted to arguments with particular thematic roles. From a cross-linguistic perspective SO is mostly patients and themes, they are more marked and more restricted in their distribution than primary objects 8 (Dryer 1986; Bresnan & Kanerva 1989; Alsina 1996 Alsina , 2001 Butt & King 1996) .
Case Syncretism in the Clitic Paradigm
The immediate consequence of case erosion as described above is case syncretism as shown in Table 4 for the Spanish pronominal object paradigm. Case syncretic forms mark the two core object arguments, the dative and the accusative, correlating with person surface constraints in clitic clusters. Person 1&2 syncretic forms are phonologically weak, underspecified for case and gender but marked for person; they do not overtly distinguish dative and accusative arguments. 9 The second person plural paradigm shows two lines with a difference in the plural paradigm only. As shown in example (18) in section 4.2 below, European Spanish (ES) retains the syncretic form os, and Latin American Spanish (LAS) replaces it with the plural third-person forms displaying a singular concentration of person/number/gender features and a split into dative and accusative case.
The fully syncretic form SE is only specified for person, 'without explicit reference (gender and number)' (Pescarini 2005: 253) , covering as a portmanteau morpheme third-person singular and plural, second-person plural reflexive pronouns, spurious SE and impersonal se, which is the only true subject clitic and can be replaced by 'one' (Zagona 2002: 17) . The problem that syncretism causes here is the loss of consistency of expression (Spencer & Luis 2012: 5) , as syncretism breaks the one-to-one correspondence between form and function/meaning. However the form itself remains consistent in all environments.
The strong relationship between case syncretism and surface constraints is shown in the next section.
Alignment Constraints and Surface Order
Due to the lack of GF specification in the template and the high degree of syncretism in the clitic paradigms, the possible clitic sequences are highly underdetermined without additional constraints being imposed. This section treats these mostly universal or near universal constraints focusing on the relatively well-known Peninsular Standard Spanish facts.
Previous mainly Minimalist proposals, such as the Object Agreement Constraints (OAC) or the Restricted Argument Parameter (RAP) triggered by the dative (Albizu 1997; Ormázabal & Romero 2007; Nevins 2007; Adger & Harbour 2007) argue that clitics fail to check features against a functional head, and that object agreement on the verbal complex needs to be restricted to one argument only. The present proposal of PO/SO marking is based on the classic me lui/IÁII or Person-Case Constraint (PCC) (Bonet 1991 (Bonet , 1995 which in turn builds on clitic order surface constraints (Perlmutter 1971 ) and the spurious SE rule.
Me Lui/IÁII or Person-Case Constraint
The me lui /or person IÁII constraint applied in example (8a) 'disallows the presence of a third-person clitic which does not correspond to the direct object, with ditransitive verbs' (Bonet 1991: 42) . This constraint is claimed to be universal, but there are language-specific strategies to avoid it. This then rules out ASLD combinations such as me le, te le where le is the indirect object. The order restriction DAT ACC presents a solution to most ordering underdetermination. For clusters with two third-person arguments this order restriction is imposed by the verb and not by the forms of the clitics. This would rule out thirdperson clusters of se le with se as the direct object.
Two third-person clusters and spurious SE
In two third-person clusters, the spurious SE rule in example (9a) gives rise to the only opaque clitic in Spanish. Spurious SE is based on two basic interacting rules for the relative clitic order in Spanish and French, on the surface structure constraints (Perlmutter 1971: 76) in example (9b) and on the case constraints based on the thematic case hierarchy 11 in example (9c) (Dinnsen 1972: 181 The template in example (3) shows two positions for the third person, one occupied by SE with its multifunctions.
12 Co-occurrence of two third-person clitics then places the accusative into the third-person slot and transforms the dative into spurious SE (example (10b)). In standard third-person clusters, the PCC bars the dative (and leísmo) from appearing in the second slot (example (10c)). 10 The English translation in example (8b) is a faithful reproduction from the article, however it should only be 'They recommended me to him', as the PRO él is only masculine. 11 These constraints have also been addressed in Haspelmath (2004) in a diachronic functionalist explanation of the reworded 'Ditransitive Person-Role Constraint' (DPRC) in terms of THEME (T) and RECIPIENT (R) as macro-roles aiming at cross-linguistic generalization. In this frequency-based account, the role scale R T interacts with the person scale 1, 2 over 3, that is the THEME is most likely a third person whereas the RECIPIENT tends to be first and second person. These semantic roles in turn are related to different grades of topicworthiness which integrates the DPRC into a greater cross-linguistic generalization, namely the Ditransitive Topicality Roles Constraint. This approach shows a strong emphasis on speaker preferences but acknowledges the existence of language specific constraints nevertheless. 12 Important for this analysis is the potential assumption that the unsupported reflexive fails to parse dative and parses third person instead (Grimshaw 1982 give.1SG 'I give it to her' Parallel to le under Peninsular Spanish leísmo in examples (7a) and (7b), spurious SE has two alternate feature contents. SE restricted to a reflexive in example (11a), and SE as the primary object when there is a third-person secondary object in example (11b) as an inside out functional uncertainty condition. (12), Judeo Spanish, a specific region in the Dominican Republic, and for colloquial French (Heap 1998; Fernández-Soriano 1999; Ordó ñez 2002) . (12) that not ETHDAT.2SG SE fall.SUBJUNC 'I tied it so that it wouldn't fall' (Heap 1998: 321) Both instances of SE in examples (12a) and (12b) can be easily analysed as primary object markings in the second position of clitic clusters based on a grammaticalization process affecting the third-person clitic paradigm differentially and triggering a move from person to grammatical function marking.
Non-finite Positioning and Clitic Climbing
As a last point, clitic placement in pre-verbal or post-verbal position depends on finiteness of the verb as illustrated in the extended version (13) of the reformulated spurious SE rule (Mayer 2010: 32) . The clitic position is not available to putative NPs; only another clitic in the form of a clitic cluster or an auxiliary can come between the verb and a clitic. In finite clauses proclitics occupy the immediate preverbal position (example (14a)); in non-finite clauses enclitics adjoin verb finally, as in the imperative (example (14b)), the gerund (example (14c)) and also with infinitives. These examples provide ample evidence to view clitic clusters not only as morphological but also as phonological units (Harris 1995) . In morphological accounts floating features are accounted for by feature relinking or feature transfer as a consequence of the application of spurious SE (Bonet 1995; Harris 1994 Harris , 1995 Pescarini 2005) . However the motives for the linking processes remain unclear in these accounts.
American Spanish Leísta Dialect Clusters
ASLD clusters, as shown in this section, defy any explanation in terms of morphological features including syntactic proposals focusing on the dative and unique verbal agreement (Albizu 1997; Nevins 2007; Ormázabal & Romero 2007; Adger & Harbour 2007) as they are based on person. However, dialectal variation and non-standard clusters can be explained by the typological change from DO/IO to PO/ SO marking, focusing on primary object marking in the second slot, which implies a move from person to GF marking. When reworded in those terms, the PCC constraint as well as the extended PCC (Ormázabal & Romero 2007 : 319 ff) loosely apply.
Primary and Secondary Object and PCC Effects in ASLD
The combination of person 1&3 in example (16) follows the PCC rule by placing the accusative in the second slot. ASLD speakers accept leísmo in the second slot in the person 1&3 cluster in example (16b) as well as in the person 2&3 cluster in example (16c) although the grammatical relation in slot 2 is an accusative (leísmo) and not a dative. In ASLD leísta dialects the restrictions on the second entry weaken to the point that examples (16b) and (16c) are considered a dialectvariable (%). (16) introduce.3PL.IMPERS 'They introduced him to you' PCC constraints don't appear in person 3&3 clusters with impersonal SE appearing in the first slot and the dative in the second (example (17a)) and in example (17c) involving a case syncretic person 2 and a reflexive person 1. The person 2&1 cluster with two syncretic (case underspecified) clitics in example (17b) is different as it may give rise to referential ambiguity. The PCC constraints may apply weakly here in order to render both readings a bit forced, but not fully ungrammatical. (18) le(s):
The Peninsular non-floating feature version keeps ['direct].
(19) lo/a(s):
The example from (16b) will be disambiguated both by the PCC and the constraint PO SO in the linear ordering replacing the DAT ACC.
Case Syncretism and the PCC
Proposals such as Adger and Harbour (2007) focussing on a strong relationship between the PCC and case syncretism support the analysis presented here as they exemplify the move from coreferential agreement marking IO and DO in example (20a) The primary feature reflects the discourse status and topic-worthiness of the object, and the direct feature reflects the thematic role status of the object (cf Dryer 1986: 841).
Increased Syncretism as an Effect of Case Erosion
In Castilla, historic uses of the dative clitic le referring to inanimate direct objects (example (23a)) and in a cluster consisting of dative and leísmo (example (23b)) date back as far as to XIII. Specifically, the leísmo cluster in example (23b) presents more evidence for the syntactic nature of the phenomenon and against a morphological treatment (Bonet 1991, me-lui constraint) . (23) Further, the combination of two completely underspecified clitics, a first-person ethical dative and a third-person leísmo in example (24a), and an impersonal and third-person leísmo in example (24b), demonstrates fully fledged primary object marking in ASLD. Finally, as expected in a language change situation, ASLD dialects show the full range of competing grammars, the classic indirect object in example (25a) and loísmo co-varying with leísmo in example (25b). Co-variation of floating features in terms of agreement markers (las) referential with the PO and LAS leísmo in example (25c) are a further consequence of case erosion and indicative of primary object marking. (25) The theory presented here predicts that in ASLD examples such as example (25c), SE and the third person can jointly realize the primary object as las/les realize ['object]. Of crucial importance is that the DAT ACC ordering restriction for two third-person arguments is triggered by the inherent feature content of the arguments, as imposed by the verb, and not by the forms of the clitics.
Conclusion
At first sight the phenomenon looks like a simple parsing problem, where, due to the coexistence of various paradigms, leísmo, laísmo, loísmo, dialect speakers potentially fail to distinguish between dative and accusative clitics (as argued for by Harris and Halle (2005: 212) ). This is true to a certain extent, however it is also symptomatic of several ongoing grammaticalization processes affecting the general case object marking system. These reanalysis processes are gradual, resulting in case erosion indicative of a typological change from ACC/DAT in monotransitives to PO/SO (primary object/secondary object) in ditransitives. I have shown that both le in Peninsular/European Spanish leísmo, as in example (7), and SE in example (11) each have two alternate feature contents; this also applies to spurious SE. If lo/la/le lose their case specifications, and null secondary object anaphora become allowed, there is nothing to block floating features since both the SE and the third-person positions can realize the primary object GF with SE as primary and third-person as secondary.
